Introduction
To describe and predict stock return is an interesting but difficult assignment. Though many theories and models devote their contributions to this task, it is still an inconclusive problem. For example, Arbitrage Pricing Theory (APT) assumes that there are n factors which may affect a firm's stock returns. But it does not tell us what these n factors are. Most commonly accepted factors are three factors: dividend yield, default premium, and term premium [1] . However, use a well-established database to demonstrate that, actually, these three factors have power to predict stock returns only because they contain information about business conditions [2] . This result also reinforces, who claim that the default premium and the term premium are qualified to predict stock returns only because they possess business cycle information [3] . For this reason, the business cycle sometimes replaces macroeconomic and financial variables to describe and predict stock returns directly.
There are numerous papers that investigate the business cycle effect on stock returns, but they all concentrate on the whole market. Among those papers, Fama showed that dividend yield, default spread, and term spread are inversely related to business conditions (the business cycle) and positively related to expect stock returns [1] . This implies a negative relationship between stock returns and the business conditions. Similarly, Campbell [2] confirms the same negative relationship using seven different proxies of the business cycle.
An interesting phenomenon is that, although the whole market is negatively related to the business cycle, sectoral stock markets show a mixed co-movement with the business cycle. It is widely accepted that sectoral stock returns behave as pro-cyclical, counter-cyclical, or acyclical. This is equivalent to express that sectoral stock returns are positively related to, negatively related to, and not related to the business cycle. Needless to say, the aggregated market stock index cannot reflect the different relationships between the business cycle and sectoral stock indices. Reasons for distinct reactions of sectors to the business cycle are straightforward. Sectors are composed of different enterprises which will be influenced by many factors, such as organization structures, labor quality, production cost, transaction cost, information transmission channel, sensitivity to macroeconomic variables, and so on. All these factors affect the operation of an enterprise, and make the behavior of the enterprise different from that of others. Discrepancy of operation and behavior among enterprises will finally be reflected in their market value. When we categorize all enterprises into some sectors, the individual specific characteristics will be absorbed by those sectors. This produces two results: first, being a collection of enterprises, a sector shall contain the common properties of its belongings, and reflect these properties in its stock index. Second, each sector will have its own qualities which are different from others' and manifested by the stock index. Hence, sectoral level research is valuable and necessary.
Broadly speaking, research on a specific sector, or some related sectors, can be regarded as sectoral research. Such sectors always have important connections with the whole economy, or reveal very diverse traits compared to other sectors. Among these sectors, financials is the most frequently studied. There is a huge amount of literature that discusses the financial sector and its subsectors, like banks, real estates, insurance companies, and so on [4, 5] . Besides the financial sector, some real sectors have also been considered, such as high technology sector [6] , basic materials [7] , oil and gas [8] , and a subsector called sin sector, which involves tobacco, alcohol and gaming [9] . Papers mentioned above provide valuable results for sectoral stock returns.
However, for our particular purpose, we need to encompass all sectors. We follow previous literature in classifying the stock market into ten sectors: basic materials, consumer goods, consumer service, financials, health care, industrials, oil and gas, technology, telecommunication, and utility. For simplicity, we abbreviate them to BM, NC, CY, FN, HC, IN, EN, TC, TL, and UT. This classification has been used by Dow Jones Global Index; Thomson Reuters Data stream Sector Index, FTSE Sector Index, and some other major indexes.
Literature in existence has already documented some unique features of different sectors. Arouri investigates effects of crude oil
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price fluctuations on 12 Europe sectoral stock indices and national index [10] . By broadening the perspective from aggregated level to disaggregated sectoral level, he compares the sensitivity of sectoral stock returns and the whole market returns to oil price changes. Results from this paper show that strength of the association between oil price change and stock returns varies greatly across sectors. Similar works can be found in Arouri [11, 12] and Nandha [13] , which all pay attention to the relationship between the oil price and sectoral stock returns. There are also some papers that examine the effect of exchange rates on sectoral stock returns that start from three aspects to test the influence of exchange rate exposure on sectoral stock returns in Japan: sensitivity of sectoral returns to changes in exchange rate of the yen; sensitivity of the conditional volatility of sectoral returns to changes in exchange rate of the yen and its possible asymmetric effect; and the correlation between sectoral returns and exchange rate changes [14] . Their results are fruitful in that they present different sensitivities of sectors and distinct time varying processes of correlations between sectors and exchange rate exposure.
One major concern on sectoral stock research is the co-movement of disaggregate market and aggregate market. The direct approach for this consideration is to investigate the relationship between aggregate index and sectoral indexes. For example, Balli [15] introduced ten sectors and some subsectors to test the existence of the structural change effect of the EMU's emergence. They find that the aggregate Euro equity index affects many sectoral indices, especially the financial sector. However, some non-financial sectors, like basic resources, food and beverages, health-care, retail services, oil and gas, and utility show less dependence on the aggregate Euro equity index. Sehgal [16] introduced ten sectoral indices as well as aggregate index, the BSE-500, of Indian stock market to explain the reasons for success of the momentum trading strategy. Their research shows that a large part of stock momentum profits is captured by sectoral factors. They conclude that sectoral momentum accounts for a major part of aggregate momentum.
The co-movement of disaggregate market and aggregate market is closely related to the relationship between sectoral stock returns and the business cycle. The business cycle is a main representation of an economy, which intrinsically relates to the aggregate market behavior. Therefore, the business cycle becomes a good variable to analyze sectoral stock returns. Berdot took the business cycle into consideration and introduced exchange rate to analyze sectoral stock returns [17] . Using French sectoral stock returns and US business cycle data, they inspect exchange rate effects on the sectors. They calculate co-variations between US business cycle and French market sectoral stock returns. Then they estimate significant lags/leads length to the business cycle for each sector. With this information, they classify the French sectoral stock indices as early sectors, lagging sectors, and concurrent sectors. Their final results show that the whole market and the sectoral markets are divergent, and reveal that the aggregate level index may average out different feedbacks of sectoral returns to business conditions [18, 19] . Above evidence asserts that sectors follow different stochastic processes which cannot be identified by aggregate index data. Early literature has demonstrated that the actual power of explanatory factors stems from their inherent business cycle information. Therefore, in this paper, we follow these previous research results to use the business cycle to explain and predict sectoral stock returns.
We intend to address two issues in discussing business cycle effects on sectoral stock returns. In the first part we want to discern the relationship between the business cycle and sectoral stock returns in two channels simultaneously: business cycle effects on the mean of sectoral stock returns and business cycle shocks' effects on the volatility of sectoral stock returns. Mean and volatility are two major characteristics of stock returns. However, up to now, there is no such research which considers effects of the business cycle on both of them. Thus, one purpose of this paper is to discuss this problem. A GARCH model is developed for this purpose. In the second part, where an ARCH-M model will be applied, we want to detect possible relationships between risk of the business cycle and returns of sectoral indexes. Square root of the conditional variance of the business cycle series will be used as the risk measure which will exert its explanatory power on sectoral stock returns. This square root appears like an "exogenous ARCH term", resembling own ARCH term of sectoral stock returns. We try to use this exogenous term to illustrate the risk-return relationship between the business cycle and sectoral stock returns. Thus, with the first model, we can capture the parallel business cycle effect on the first and second moments of sectoral stock returns, and with the second model, we can capture the cross effect of the second moment of the business cycle on means of sectoral stock returns.
One important consideration is that the impact of the business cycle may be asymmetric. The asymmetry is widely documented and accepted in the literature. For example, comparing sectoral stock indices and US economic peaks and trough from 1973 to present, one can note that stock prices always drop earlier than the business cycle's troughs, excepting the trough in November 2001, while movements of stock prices around the peaks are mixed where a lot of concurrences exist. Therefore, we split the business cycle into positive and negative parts to model this asymmetric impact. A benchmark symmetric model will be set up and evaluated first, and then an asymmetric model will be introduced and estimated. As a result, the asymmetry we mentioned in this paper has two layers: the first is the asymmetric effect of the business cycle on stock returns of different sectors of an economy; the second is the asymmetric effect of the different periods of the business cycle, the expansion and the recession, on sectoral stock returns.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section two elaborates on data issues, mainly regarding the data sources and selection of the proxy for the business cycle; section three sets up the models, namely the symmetric and asymmetric parallel business cycle effect model, and the symmetric and asymmetric cross business cycle effect model; section four provides empirical results; section five concludes.
Data
According to Federal Reserve Bank's release H.15, annualized discount yield on 3-month Treasury bill is used as interest rate. We use this variable as the risk-free asset return in the paper. All other data are obtained from Data stream. The ten sectors studied along with the abbreviations used to refer to them are summarized in Table 1 . We also analyze returns on the aggregate US stock market index. For simplicity, the ten sectors along with the aggregate US market index are referred to as eleven sectors in the rest of this paper. There are two potential proxies for the business cycle, GDP and Industrial Production. GDP is the most comprehensive, and therefore contains most information about the business cycle. However, it is only measured at a quarterly frequency. This is not suitable for our purposes. Studying quarterly stock returns will not enable us to answer some of the questions being addressed here, such as the business cycle's volatilities effects on sectoral indices' volatilities, and the business cycle's risk effects on sectoral indices' returns. Answering these questions requires us to use models being able to analyze volatilities. High-frequency data with GARCH effects better satisfies our purposes. Therefore, Industrial Production (IP) is chosen as a proxy for the business cycle. It is measured on a monthly basis.
One problem of using IP is that its release date lags behind its occurrence. For example, IP index in January 2014 is released on February 14th. Consequently, January's IP growth rate will affect stock market staring from February 15th. Its effect will end on March 17th when February's IP index is released. This reminds us to calculate monthly stock returns depending on release dates rather than on calendar dates. Table 2 displays release dates of IP index and implied time correspondence between IP and stock market. Our data spans the period from February 1973 through February 2014. Table 2 , we compute monthly sectoral stock indices sp t as an average of daily stock indices over that month (Note, the "month" here is different from the calendar month.) Let sr t denote monthly sectoral stock returns at time t. These are obtained as: sr t = ln (sp t ) -ln (sp t-1 ). Monthly IP growth rate (clearly calendar month) is defined by the same formula. Then, for easier interpretation, monthly sr t and IP growth rate are annualized into percent per year. Some main statistics of the variables are summarized in Tables 3 and 4.   Table 3 Table 4 displays other main statistics. During the period studied, average return on US whole market is 7 percent per year. Among individual sectors, the highest average return is 9 percent per year on HC and the lowest is 3.4 on UT. Average returns on NC, TL and UT are lower than average interest rates, which is 5.2 percent per year. The third column lists standard deviations. Standard deviations of sectoral stock returns are much higher (about 13 times to 21 times) than that of interest rates. Columns 4 and 5 provide skewness and kurtosis of each series. The negative numbers on skewness and large magnitudes on kurtosis tell us that stock returns are left skewed and have higher modes and fatter tails than a normal distribution.
Using information in

The Econometric Model
Generally, we can write expected stock returns E t-1 (r t ) as a function of business conditions at time t-1: E t-1 (r t ) = F (X t-1 ), where X GARCH model of IP growth rate:
r =c +a r +f r , v h , v~iid N 0,1 and independent of v + ε ε = it it (4), (5) business conditions at t-1. This function indicates that, based on the information about business conditions at t-1, investments made at t-1 expect to get returns at t.
Explicit forms of the function and specific variables for X t-1 vary according to the models. With a focus on asymmetric business cycle effects on sectoral stock returns, we set up two econometric time series models: parallel business cycle effect model and cross business cycle effect model. Different components of the IP growth rate are employed as X t-1 in these models. Specifically, in the parallel effect model, we use the IP growth rate to explain sector returns and its shocks to explain sector conditional variances. In the cross effect model, we use square root of conditional variance of IP growth rate to explain sector excess returns.
Parallel business cycle effect
Symmetric parallel business cycle effect: Our major concerns are asymmetric effects. Before discussing asymmetric effects, we set up a symmetric model to reveal the general effect of the business cycle and to provide the basis for evaluating the asymmetric effects. Frameworks of the symmetric model and the asymmetric model are the same. The difference between them is just the component of the explanatory variable X t-1 .
With the parallel model we aim at two points: the business cycle's effects on mean of sectoral stock returns, and spillover effects from the business cycle's volatilities to volatilities of sectoral stock returns. A GARCH model enables us to discuss these two problems simultaneously. The first order lag of IP growth rate is included in the mean equation of sectoral stock returns. Though stock returns always have strong tendency to be autoregressive, some other factors may also have powerful explanatory role on the mean of them. Besides, since different sectors are composed of different enterprises, these factors may have distinct effects from sector to sector. By including the lag of IP growth rate, we hope to verify the variation of business cycle effect over sectors' means. Then, the first order lag of squared residuals from auto regression of IP growth rate, which designate shocks to the business cycle, are inserted into the GARCH processes of sectoral stock returns. This can reveal the discrepancy of spillover effects of the business cycle on sectors.
The mean equations of IP growth rate is given by:
The subscript g indicates that the parameter is used for growth rate of IP and the subscript m indicates that the parameter is used for mean equation. We assume that IP growth rate is a function of its own lags. Preliminary analysis for the ACF of IP growth rate indicates that the order of autoregressive process should be set to three. The residual of equation (1) ε gt , is assumed to follow a GARCH (1, 1) process:
The conditional variance, h gt , is described by equation (3) . It depends on its own lag and the squared shock from last period. The subscript v indicates the parameter is used for variance equation. v gt In equation (2) is a white noise process, such that v gt ∼iidN(0.1). Therefore the IP growth rate is an AR (3) -GARCH (1, 1) process.
Equation (4) is the mean equation of sectoral stock returns with symmetric business cycle effect. 
In equation (5), V it ~ iid N (0,1) and is independent of V gt . The conditional variance of ε it depends on its own lag, square of its shock from last period, and the square of business cycle shock from last period. The parameter φ i measures the spillover effect from the business cycle on volatility of each sector. As φ i appears in the variance equation, it must have a positive value. Therefore, we can only compare the different business cycle effects on sectoral stock returns volatility from the magnitude of φ i rather than the sign of it.
Because GARCH process for IP growth rate does not depend on any information of sectoral stock returns, we can first estimate equation (1), (2), and (3) to obtain ε gt and h gt , and then use them to estimate equation (4), (5), and (6). Thus, for this model we just need to estimate two separate GARCH processes.
Asymmetric parallel business cycle effect:
Progressing to an asymmetric model, positive and negative portions of the business cycle's mean and variance need to be included in the mean and variance equation of sectoral stock returns, respectively. Developed from the symmetric model, the asymmetric model is as follows. Equation (1) is the mean equation of IP growth rate which is exactly the same as the symmetric model. Equation (7) is the mean equation of sectoral stock returns which is a function of its first-order lag and asymmetric business cycle effects. In those subscripts, p indicates that the parameter is used for positive asymmetric term, and n indicates that the parameter is used for negative asymmetric term. The rest subscripts have the same meaning as before. Thus, 
The residuals of the mean equations are still assumed to follow GARCH (1, 1) processes, namely:
Where V it , V gt ~ iid N (0,1) and V it and V gt are independent.
The conditional heteroskedasticities are as follows: 
Equation (3) is the same as the previous model. Equation (8) Estimation strategy is the same as in the symmetric model.
Cross business cycle effect
Symmetric cross business cycle effect: ARCH-M model provides a good environment to comprehend the relationship between risk and return Holt [20] introduce a multivariate generalized ARCH-M model to identify the feasible endogenous risk of US broiler industry under the CCC-GARCH framework developed a VAR-GARCH-M model to verify possible feedback of exchange rates on their returns among US, Germany, and Japan [21] . For our specific purpose, the second target of this paper is to find the effects of business cycle risk on sectoral stock returns.
The mean equation and the variance equation for the IP growth rate remain the same: 
The new mean equation and variance equation for sectoral stock returns are:
The residuals follow GARCH (1,1) processes, where V it , V gt ~ iid N (0,1) and V it , and V gt are independent. In the mean equation (9), the left hand side is the excess returns of a sectoral index. The excess return is calculated by subtracting the risk-free asset return from the sectoral stock returns. Here we use the monthly interest rate of the three month Treasury bill as the risk free asset return. On the right hand side, there are two risk factors: one is the risk of the sectoral index itself indicated by square root of its own conditional variance; the other one is the risk of the business cycle indicated by square root of the conditional variance of IP growth rate. Therefore, we can investigate the risk premium of a sectoral index under its own risk and risk of the business cycle.
Asymmetric cross business cycle effect:
To explore potential asymmetric effects of good and bad news about the business cycle on the means of sectoral stock indices, we construct another model based on the previous one. The new mean equation for sectoral stock returns is:
The asymmetric terms can help us capture the positive and negative business cycle risk effects on the mean of sectoral stock returns. Because these two parameters are not constrained to be positive, both their signs and magnitudes will show asymmetric effects of the business cycle. The conditional variance of sectoral stock returns is still a GARCH (1, 1) process and is the same as equation (10):
Empirical Results
Results for symmetric parallel business cycle effect
Estimation results of the symmetric parallel business cycle effect model are summarized in Table 5 . Estimated parameters for monthly growth rate of IP are at the bottom of the table. It is clear that r gt follows a significant AR (3)-GARCH (1,1) process. All three lags have positive effects. The ARCH parameter is slightly bigger than the GARCH parameter showing that exogenous shocks affect IP growth rate to some extent but these effects do not persist for long. Table 5 are estimates of the parameters in equation (4) . All intercepts and the first order autoregressive terms are significant. Slopes of the first order lags are comparatively stable: through all sectors, the slopes range from 0.149 to 0.315. But effects of IP growth rate vary from sector to sector. Two points are worth noting. First, all sectors bear a positive relationship with IP growth rate. This means all sectors are pro-cyclical. Second, for all sectors but NC, parameter for IP growth rate is bigger than that for sector's own lag. The biggest difference between these two parameters is on EN, where IP growth rate brings 4.9 times more changes than EN's own effect. This is especially important for US, IN, EN and UT whose parameters are significant. We can learn from this result that business cycle effects are consistently stronger than sectors' autoregressive effects. Table 5 are estimates of the parameters in equation (6) . ARCH effect and GARCH effect are significant for all sectors. Their parameters lie in 0.092 on EN to 0.443 on NC and in 0.167 on NC to 0.861 on EN. Most sectors, like BM, HC, IN, EN, TC, TL, and UT, have a small ARCH parameter and a large GARCH parameter. For these sectors, a temporary shock from last period has a small effect on current conditional variance, but this small effect will last for a long time. Sector NC has a large ARCH parameter and a small GARCH parameter. Thus, past shocks to NC have important but short effects on its current conditional variance.
Columns 1 to 3 in
Columns 4 to 7 in
The last column of Table 5 discloses the impact of IP growth rate shocks on volatilities of sectoral stock returns. IP growth rate shocks almost do not affect volatilities of US, BM, HC, EN, TC, and TL. The estimated parameters for these sectors are displayed as 0s since they are smaller than 0.00001. However, for other sectors, IP growth rate shocks disturb their stability even more than their own shocks do. For example, one unit of shock to IP growth rate increases NC's volatility by 0.987 times and FN's volatility by 0.946 times, while one unit of shock to NC and FN only increases their volatility by 0.443 times and 0.336 times.
From above we can see that first order and second order moment of the business cycle have different effects over sectoral stock returns, and the differences are large from sector to sector. Table 6 summarizes the estimated parameters of the asymmetric parallel business cycle effect model. Parameters of sectors' own factors are listed in columns 1-2 and columns 5-7. These estimation results almost replicate the results of the symmetric effect model. First, the autoregressive terms and the intercepts tend to have same algebraic signs and similar magnitudes, especially so for the autoregressive terms. The maximum AR parameter is 0.315 which occurs for sector CY and the minimum is 0.145 which occurs for sector EN. Second, the ARCH parameters and the GARCH parameters follow the pattern in previous model. For most sectors, effects of temporary shocks are small but last for a long time. While for NC, effects of shocks are strong but vanish quickly.
Results for Asymmetric parallel business cycle effect
Columns 3 and 4 are estimated parameters for the asymmetric business cycle effects on means of sectoral stock returns. Generally, negative business cycle effects are stronger than positive ones. The smallest parameter for negative effects is 0.579 on BM while the largest h =c +a + h ε β
(3)
GARCH model of sectoral stock returns:
r =c +a r +f r +f r +ε parameter for positive effects is 0.335 on EN. This is a sound proof that business cycle effects are asymmetric. This can also explain the phenomenon why stock market crashes rapidly during depressions but flourishes moderately during expansions. Besides, negative business cycle effects are even stronger than the business cycle effects in symmetric model. This is true for all sectors, referring to Table 5 . Obviously, symmetric model will underestimate business cycle effects.
Comparing to sectors' own lag effects, negative business cycle effects are greater. Parameters for autoregressive terms range from 0.145 on EN to 0.315 on CY, while the smallest parameter for negative business cycle effects is 0.579. On the other hand, positive business cycle effects are greater for only two sectors, IN and EN. As a consequence, sectoral stock returns flourish during expansions mainly based on their own momentum, but they are impaired primarily by the force of business cycle during depressions.
Though all sectors have a positive parameter for symmetric business cycle effect, BM, TC, and TL has a negative parameter for positive business cycle effect. This reveals two categories of cyclical behavior of sectors, which is invisible under symmetric model: consistent behavior and reverse behavior. Sectors like US, NC, CY, FN, HC, IN, EN, and UT follow consistent behavior: they are pro-cyclical no matter during an expansion or a depression. Sectors like BM, TC, and TL follow reverse behavior: they are counter cyclical during an expansion and pro-cyclical during a depression. This conclusion provides more accurate prediction for stock returns given that business conditions is already known. Columns 8 and 9 are estimated parameters for asymmetric business cycle effects on volatilities of sectoral stock returns. As in the symmetric model, some estimates are smaller than 0.00001 and displayed as 0. Combining the estimation results from symmetric model, the sectors can be distinguished as four groups. For the first one, shocks to business cycle do not have spillover effects on them under both symmetric and asymmetric settings. US, BM, EN, TC, and TL fall into this group. For the second one, shocks to business cycle only have spillover effects in the symmetric model. This group contains UT and NC. For the third one, spillover effects only emerge in the asymmetric model, especially the negative side of the asymmetry. HC is the unique sector in this group. For the last one, spillover effects exist in both models. Rest sectors, CY, FN, and IN are in this group. Among these three, FN is the sole sector which is affected by both positive and negative shocks. CY and IN are affected unilaterally by negative shocks.
The most sensitive spillover effect occurs on CY. The parameter for negative shocks to the business cycle is 2.636 on CY, comparing to Moreover, since the GARCH parameters of these sectors are large, these external effects will last for a long time. Figure 3 illustrates relationship between sectoral stock returns and asymmetric shocks to IP growth rate. Red dotted curves indicate sectoral volatilities. Gold solid curves and black solid curves are squared positive shocks and squared negative shocks, respectively. For easy viewing, we mirror squared negative shocks to the opposite direction. But keep in mind that their values are still positive. Since we use annualized data, difference of magnitude between second moments of IP growth rate and sectoral stock returns is quite large. Maxima of sectoral volatilities ranges from 8181 to 59111, but maxima of squared positive shocks and negative shocks to IP growth rate is only 899 and 2367. Therefore, when we draw these three series together, most points of the asymmetric shocks shrink to the horizontal axis. This makes it hard to detect the relationship between sectoral volatilities and the asymmetric shocks. However, we can still notice that two peaks of squared negative shocks strongly influence sectoral volatilities. To summarize, business cycle has strong asymmetric effects on sectoral stock returns. Negative business cycle effects are generally stronger than the sectors' autoregressive effects. Negative shocks to the business cycle have strong spillover effects on CY, FN, HC, and IN. Good news on business cycle does not enhance existing sectoral stock volatilities, excepting for FN. Table 7 summarizes estimation results of symmetric cross business cycle effect model. Our major interest falls on the estimated parameters of the risk items in the mean equation (9) . Their estimates are listed in columns 2-3. In column 2, we find that some sectors exhibit a negative relationship between their returns and risk, like NC, CY, HC, IN, EN, and UT. This result is quite different from much of the existing literature and contrary to most economic theories. If an asset has risk, investors do not want to hold it unless it provides a risk premium. Risk and premium should have positive relationship, since only high premium can compensate for high risk. Otherwise, no investor will consider a risky asset for investment purposes.
Results for symmetric cross business cycle effect
One reason for negative parameters for ARCH-M term may lie in the low frequency of the data. When averaging daily stock index to generate monthly data, volatility of the series diminishes largely.
Meanwhile, value of excess return will increase as it is accumulated during a month. Since the two variables develop toward opposite directions, the original positive relationship may reverse at some critical points.
Another reason for negative parameters for ARCH-M term may rest in the definition of risk. Generally, we use the second moment of a series to indicate its risk. However, when time of holding one asset increases, uncertainty of the asset's return will enlarge. This is the same expression that risk of holding the asset will enlarge. As a consequence, when frequency of a series falls, time of holding the asset should also is considered as a component of risk. In our model, time is not introduced as an explanatory variable, which will blur the relationship between risk and returns and produce some unusual phenomenon. However, since our interest focuses on business cycle effects, we will not cover the discussion about the time risk effect.
Column 3 lists the estimated parameters of business cycle risk for each sector. It turns out that business cycle risk will augment excess returns for some sectors, like BM, NC, CY, FN, and IN, but reduce them for other sectors, like US, HC, EN, TC, TL, and UT. This consequence can help us to predict sectoral excess returns when business cycle risk occurs. For example, one unit of business cycle change will increase CY's excess returns 2.367 times, but decrease UT's excess returns 1.403 times. It is clear that business cycle risk has stronger effect on excess returns than sectors' own risk effect. For each sector, absolute value of δ i is greater than absolute value of θ i . However, business cycle risk does not always have the same direction with sectors' own risk. For BM and FN both risks have positive effect. For HC, EN, and UT, both risks have negative effect. For the rest sectors, they influence excess returns oppositely. Therefore, business cycle risk can boost sector's own risk effect when they are toward the same direction but dominate sector's own risk effect when they are contrary. Shocks to business cycle can exert their effects on sectoral stock returns through different channels. In parallel models, a shock to business cycle from last period plays a role in sectors' current volatilities. It appears in conditional variance equations and affects the second moment of sectoral stock returns directly. While in cross model, a shock to business cycle from last period first is transformed into current business cycle risk which then performs its function on current excess returns. In consequence, if there is a shock to business cycle, it can have spillover effects through sectors, it also can affect sectors' excess returns, depending on specific settings of a model. 
Results for asymmetric cross business cycle effect
Conclusions
In this paper, we use two models to discuss the asymmetric business cycle effects on US sectoral stock returns. Several conclusions can be drawn.
First, business cycle has asymmetric effects on mean of sectoral stock returns. Under symmetric parallel model, all sectors are procyclical. After introducing asymmetric effects, we find basic materials (BM), technology (TC), and telecommunication (TL) is pro-cyclical during depressions but are counter cyclical during expansions.
Second, shocks to business cycle have asymmetric spillover effects. Not all sectors, but consumer goods (NC), consumer service (CY), financials (FN), industrials (IN), and utility (UT) have their volatilities influenced by business cycle shocks. Moreover, spillover effects of business cycle mainly from negative shocks. Positive shocks to business cycle only spill over FN. Significance level: 0.1 '*'
Note: 1. Numbers in braces are standard deviations. Some estimates are displayed as 0 since they are smaller than 0.00001.
2.
Estimation results of IP growth rate are the same as in parallel models and therefore are not listed here. Third, business cycle risk has asymmetric effects on excess returns on sectoral stock indices. Positive risk and negative risk have positive effects on BM, CY, FN, and IN, have negative effects on health care (HC), TC, TL, and UT, and have opposite effects on US, NC, and oil and gas (EN). Focusing on absolute value, positive risk has stronger effects on BM, NC, CY, FN, and IN, while negative risk has stronger effects on US, HC, EN, TC, TL, and UT.
Fourth, business cycle effects are generally stronger than own sectoral effects. Whether they are effects on means of sectoral stock returns, effects on volatilities of sectoral stock returns, if any, or effects on excess sectoral returns, whether they are symmetric or asymmetric, they almost always possess larger estimated parameters compared to corresponding sectoral effects.
Finally, shocks to business cycle influence sectoral indices through two channels. In the parallel effect model, business cycle shocks exert their effect directly on the volatility of sectoral stock returns. In the cross effect model, business cycle shocks first are passed on to conditional variances, which in turn play a role in affecting excess sectoral stock returns through their square root.
Some questions also emerge in this practice. For example, why do the ARCH-M terms in cross effect model have negative parameters, and how will the ARCH-M terms affect the excess sectoral returns if conditional variances of sectoral indices are influenced by business cycle shocks. We will follow up these questions in future research.
